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Details of Visit:

Author: Johnny69
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 1 Dec 2011 16:45
Duration of Visit: 42
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Annabellas MK
Website: http://www.annabellasescorts.com/home.php
Phone: 01908234646
Phone: 01908711821

The Premises:

Usual well reported CMK punting pad.

The Lady:

Pretty Polish long haired Brunette. Size 8. Great body and natural boobs. Tanned and toned and
abot 5'6" - long legs.Arrived dressed in black skimpies and high-heels and baring coffee.

The Story:

Diana was todays 'Advent girl' and available at a discount. I decided to visit her as I do have a
leaning towards slim Eastern European girls and have enjoyed some great Polish punts. As yet, she
has no Punternet reports so I thought I would share my experience for the benefit of fellow punters.

I was greeted at Number 15 by lovely Lottie, who showed me to a familiar room and offered me a
drink. Within a few minutes Diane arrived with my coffee. I had booked 30 minutes initially, but
asked to extend to 45 after meeting her! She confirmed this was okay and the financials were
promptly sorted.

I initiated some conversation, as Diana seemed a little distant and cold initially. Not my usual start to
a punt at all - maybe she had just had a busy day, or maybe she just found me repulsive?
I then learned she was not a fan of French Kissing! This was indeed bad news and I started to
regret extending, so I mentioned that her profile stated FK was a service that she did offer. She
replied by saying she usually only allows this with regulars :( That said, Diana did afford me some
FK, but I had to work to get any, and her kisses sadly lacked any interest or passion throughout.
She lay on the bed with her underwear still on and asked if I would like a massage. I'm not usually a
fan of this, but accepted as I thought it would give her a chance to warm up. The massage
consisted of her stroking my back with one hand, so nothing special, but it seemed to at least help
her relax a little :)

She offered me oral, but I really felt the need to establish some sort of closer connection before this.
She removed her clothes and I gave her some RO after some extended foreplay. It was ok, but her
legs were quite tight together which made me think she was still not fully relaxed, or maybe
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reluctant to allow me full access to her inviting fadge. Then she returned the favour; facing away
from me. Her BBBJ felt very good, though some eye contact and different positioning would have
improved the experience immensely.

She was keen to get the condom on, but I requested 69 as only 15 minutes had passed. 69 could
have been a lot better. Her positioning, once again, was restricting to say the least and this made it
more of a chore than a pleasure - and 69 is sadly a favourite and essential routine for me!

It?s a shame, but up to this point I could only think that Diana was not really interested in what she
was doing with me. I really do not think she was relaxed at all, although she was certainly very wet?

Before long I felt obliged to ask for the condom to avoid getting a cricked neck! Sex in missionary
was fine, but the lack of any inspired kissing made it feel robotic. I asked for cowgirl and this was
better, she's a pretty girl with a lovely body and seeing her bouncing on top was exciting and it also
felt good. Finally, I requested a change to reverse cowgirl and she was happy to turn around for
this. I really enjoyed this very much and it was by far the best part of the punt, so I decided to let
myself fill the condom to the delightful sight of her rocking nicely back and forth on my cock.

25 minutes had passed and I had little hope of a second coming within the remaining time, but
Diana sadly made no attempt to encourage it either:( We spent the remaining time talking. I did
quite enjoy her conversation as she was now fully relaxed and I at last felt there was some sort of
connection. It?s just a pity that we could not have started off that way!

For me this punt lacked any passion or interest initially, and because I had to work hard to get
anything out of it I would not rate it as one of my better experiences. However Diana is very pretty
and has a great body, and was good company once she did relax. I left happy and satisfied, but
really think 30 minutes would have been enough for my first visit; I do, however, suspect Diana is a
totally different girl once she gets to know a client better !!
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